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THE AGREEMENT 

Beiñ has signed a collaborative agreement with an established New York online showroom, Modalyst, opening a 
new window of exposure for our designers, improving the access conditions in the international buyers market.  
 
Thanks to the combination of efforts, Beiñ´s services to their designers are further expanded and optimized 
allowing better representation in the American market and extending it´s own border to other international 
markets.  

“Men do not live together just because, but to undertake large businesses.¨José 
Ortega y Gasset!



¿WHAT IS MODALYST? 

The object of this platform is to create a joining place 
on the internet in which both interested parties can 
have 24 hour a day Access, all year, from whatever 
part of the world.  
 
It is an online showroom with a great reputation 
amongst both its buyers and mainstream media 
sources in the American market.  
 
And you, as a designer, what will you gain from this 
partnership between Beiñ and Modalyst? 
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Modalyst is a global community in which designers and buyers from all over the world can interact. 



VIRTUAL SHOWROOM : BRAND PROFILE 

Beiñ will be responsible for the management and maintenence of each designers 
account, as if it were its own representative. 
 
!  Each designer will provide information for their own profile, in which it will 

include: 
 

 - Bio of the designer 
 - Downloadable, customized, clickable linesheet  
 - List of their current points of sale 
 - Image of the brand 
 - Video links 
 - Define minimum and máximum order requirement 
 - Shipping terms and payment procedure 

 
!  The profile will be active and prepared for sale continuously throughout the 

year. 
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!  Standard order sheets 
!  Personal and adaptable orders for each client approved by both 

parties 
!  Orders of downloadable orders 
!  Transport tracking and state of delivery of the order 
!  Archive of orders for possible replacements 
!  Downloadable Linesheet. The buyers can buy directly from the 

Linesheet 
!  Processing and materials that make it easier to buy during fairs and 

professional events 
!  Management of payments through the platform via PayPal (credit card 

or bank account) 
 

Beiñ will transact the communication with the interested buyers in order 
to negotiate any type of variation in the conditions (with the prior consent 
of the designer) It will inform the designers of the orders requested. The 
designer will then decide to either accept or not accept the order based on 
the established conditions. Once accepted, the designer is committed to 
procede with the planning and fufillment of the order. 

EASY-TO-USE ORDERING PROCESS 



GROUP BUYS 

•  With the option of ¨Collective Buy¨, the possibility is open to all 
buyers to access a product that has a minium order. Through the 
participation of other buyers one is able to reach the mínimum 
quantity required to procede with the manufacturing. 

•  This leverages the visualization of all the orders in order to attract 
new buyers. 

•  Collective buy is a booming trend in the global market. 
 
•  The situated products in this section act as a face to face marketing 

campaign to buyers 
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RETAILERS 

The platform in question currently has +1.000 registered buyers from + 60 countries around the world, the firms can access this database 
quickly and efficiently. Currently 60% of boutiques belong to the American market.  
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COMMERCIAL MANAGEMET 

 
"  Not only does Beiñ contact established buyers online, but it is in charge of the search for potential new buyers outside of 

Modalyst, with the goal of adding them to the platform in order to manage future orders.  
 
"  Meetings and physical presentations of the product to different retailers that request it within New York State and the 

management of sending samples to other states in case necessary. 
 
"  Search of different commercial possibilities: Collaboration with other businesses and or points of sale, fair participation, 

sales events directed to the consumer.   
 
"  Consulting in every step of the Brand, over posible orders, adaptation and improvement of the product and comercial 

strategies.   

"  Management of basic PR&Press through the sending of press releases, professional newsletters, e-mailing and ítems sent 
for shoots and editorials.  
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 PRESS ON MODALYST 
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TESTIMONIALS 
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"With Modalyst we have been able to increase our exposure to boutiques and costumers. It is very difficult for small independent brands 
like us to reach boutiques from other countries and Modalyst narrows this gap, putting us in contact with new stores from all over the 
world. The staff is very helpful and attentive and co-works with us to help grow our sales."  
Lucila (Designer)  
 
Working with Modalyst !has opened many doors for my agency and the emerging designers we represent. We have not only gained new 
stockists and increased brand awareness with buyers, but we have also benefited from the hands-on support of the Modalyst  
team and their connections and influence in the!fashion industry”  
Tracey (Agent)  
 
“Things are amazing. I absolutely love Modalyst and the designers. Everything has been a smooth transition and the designers are very 
friendly and helpful.... grateful that your site has a warm sense of community and freshly pressed designers emerging everyday.”  
Tamara (Retailer)  
 
"I read about your nomination in WWD as one of the best new sites and my past experience I was the VP of Marketing for a denim 
company (7 For All Mankind.) I know the frustrations Boutiques have with brands and the competition or inability to compete with the 
major department stores. !Love that you created this - just wanted to check it out so I can pass along the word to my friends in the fashion 
biz. !Huge need in the market for you!"  
Leilani (Industry Fan)  
 
“Business has been so good that companies who use an online international wholesale marketplace called Modalyst purchased some of my 
products and are demanding more. Modalyst is the new generation of how companies are doing wholesale”  
Claire (Designer)  
 



MARKETING WITH MODALYST & BEIÑ... 

Beiñ & Modalyst will perform joint specific events with the intention to create a physical connection with the online showroom. Some of 
the events may include. 
 

!  Participation in fairs dedicated to professionals in the world of fashion and for independent designers like Capsule NYC.  
!  Appearance in fashion shows like Nolcha Fashion Week. 
!  Participation in Pop Up Stores punctually organized. 

 
This is an additional service offered to all designers that work with us under special conditions. 
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